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Guide to Neuropsychiatric TherapeuticsLippincott Williams & Wilkins, 2006

	
		Written primarily by Fellows of the American Neuropsychiatric Association, this handbook offers practical, explicit, evidence-based guidelines for diagnosis and treatment of neuropsychiatric disorders. Concise, clinically oriented chapters cover all psychiatric and behavioral disorders associated with brain dysfunction. Each chapter...
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Devices of the Soul: Battling for Our Selves in an Age of MachinesO'Reilly, 2007
"Self-forgetfulness is the reigning temptation of the technological era. This is why we so readily give our assent to the absurd proposition that a computer can add two plus two, despite the obvious fact that it can do nothing of the sort--not if we have in mind anything remotely resembling what we do when we add numbers. In the computer's...
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My LifeKnopf, 2004
President Bill Clinton’s My Life is the strikingly candid portrait of a global leader who decided early in life to devote his intellectual and political gifts, and his extraordinary capacity for hard work, to serving the public. 

It shows us the progress of a remarkable American, who, through his own enormous energies and...
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Modelling, Pricing, and Hedging Counterparty Credit Exposure: A Technical Guide (Springer Finance)Springer, 2010
The credit crisis that started in 2007, with the collapse of well-established financial institutions and the bankruptcy of many public corporations, has clearly shown the importance for any company entering the derivative business of modelling, pricing, and hedging its counterparty credit exposure.

Building an accurate...
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The American Monetary System: An Insider's View of Financial Institutions, Markets and Monetary PolicySpringer, 2014

	Today’s financial system is considerably more complex than in years past, as new financial instruments have been introduced that are not well understood even by the people and institutions that invest in them. Numerous high-risk opportunities are available, and the number of people who unwittingly wander into such ventures seems to grow...
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E-health Systems Diffusion And Use: The Innovation, the User And the Use It ModelIdea Group Publishing, 2005
E-Health Systems Diffusion and Use: The Innovation, the User and the Use IT Model offers an overview of the use and diffusion of information systems in the health care sector with particular attention to the role of the user. This book starts with classic contributions and modifications and then continues with contemporary contributions, which...
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Hack Proofing Sun Solaris 8Syngress Publishing, 2001
Two of Sun Solaris's prime attractions are its reliability and the high availability of servers running it. These advantages can be, however, negated by carelessness. Forget to apply a patch, or neglect to synchronize your servers' system clocks, and someone who's paying more attention will exploit the holes you've left in your system. The authors...
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Cellular Authentication for Mobile and Internet  ServicesJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008
An invaluable reference discussing the Generic Authentication   Architecture (GAA), its infrastructure, usage and integration into existing networks
    Cellular Authentication for Mobile and Internet Services introduces the reader into the field of secure communication for mobile applications, including secure...
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Pro Tools LE 7 Ignite! (Pro Tools Le 7 Ignite!: The Visual Guide for New Users)Course Technology PTR, 2008
Get ready to explore the world of computer music creation with Pro Tools® LE 7! Even if you’ve never created music on your computer, Pro Tools LE 7 Ignite!, Second Edition will give you the skills you need to record and mix with confidence. Completely updated to cover the new features of Pro Tools LE 7.3 and 7.4, the book presents...
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A Splendid Exchange: How Trade Shaped the WorldAtlantic Monthly Press, 2008
A sweeping narrative history of world trade--from Mesopotamia in 3000 B.C. to the firestorm over globalization today--that brilliantly explores trade's colorful and contentious past and provides new insights into its future

Adam Smith wrote that man has an intrinsic "propensity to truck, barter, and exchange one thing for...
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Sabiston Textbook of Surgery: Expert Consult: Online and Print, 18eSaunders, 2007

	This distinguished reference carries on a 70-year legacy as the world's most thorough, useful, readable, and understandable text on the principles and techniques of surgery. Its peerless contributors deliver all the well-rounded, state-of-the-art knowledge you need to richly grasp the pathophysiology and optimal management of every...
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Cisco Security ArchitecturesMcGraw-Hill, 1999
Cisco Security Architectures demystifies access lists, the PIX Firewall, and how to secure a Cisco based network. 

In today's age of remote users and widespread Internet access, security continues to be of utmost importance to network administrators and engineers. This important, comprehensive guide shows you how to avoid common mistakes...
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